
 

 

Installation instructions 

The below information is intended as a guide to the correct installation of precast concrete columns, window sills, copings and fountains. The Impact Manufacturing group and Stoffel se Troffel 

cc cannot be held responsible for any installation not undertaken by its own representatives. Always use a NHBRC or MBSA registered builder. 

 

Building Column Installations: 

1. The Building Column must be anchored with its own foundation that is re-enforced with steel in the middle. (Foundation separate as per point 2) 

2. The foundation should be poured at least 2 - 3 days prior to installation. The design of the foundation would consider the size and weight of the column itself, any anticipated 

external forces, and the nature of the soil conditions.  Typically, a free-standing column would have proportions of approximately 400x400x200mm.+ 

3. Assuming adequate foundations have been prepared, the next step is to drill into the foundation and epoxy in one or more steel rods (Y10 or Y12).  These rods are to be positioned 

so that they correspond with the hole in the centre of the precast base.  Alternatively, these rods could be positioned at the time of casting the foundation.   

4. The precast base (or one-piece column) is then positioned over these rods and is bedded down using tile cement or a strong mortar mix. 

5. The bases are left alone for at least 2 days before positioning the column shafts. 

6. You should line up your Building Columns by placing the outer two columns first, followed by the ones in the middle. (using fish line) Building Columns must be lined up (using fish 

line) and a spirit level. 

IF LOAD BEARING: 

7. If the pillar is loadbearing and the beams are directly on the columns, you need to use 50x50 angle iron. The iron should stick out 100mm at the top to form an anchor to the beams. 

8. Place extra steel (per engineer) in the Building Column centre opening. 

9. Fill up with concrete mix of 1:3:3 

10. After installation, finish off columns and seal with Coprox. 

 

Coping installation: 

1. Due to natural expansion of concrete products during production we allow for a 5mm variation. 

2. Measure coping all round to ensure that the variations in thickness, length and width is taken in consideration during installation. 

3. Ensure that you install the copings with similar measurements/profile together to ensure an even result. 

4. Preparation of wall for coping: 

a. Clean wall properly and ensure there is no loose sand or debris, ensure the wall is level.  

b. Grout/mortar mixture to bond the Copings to the wall: Make mixture of tile cement, plaster sand, cement and plaster key. 

c. Place one coping on each end of the wall. Make sure that the copings are level and level to each other, this process must be repeated for each bend in the wall. 

d. Fish line must be strung on both front and back side’s and along the top centre line of the coping, this process must be repeated for each bend in the wall.  

e. Always overfill the spacings in between copings with cement mix. 

f. When placing the copings ensure a clean line is formed, otherwise turn the coping around until a clean profile is achieved. 

g. Use grinder to minimize the difference in profile during finishing. 

h. When copings are installed, finish them off with a mixture of cement, plaster key and plaster sand.  Give a Coprox wash to achieve an even colour and seal the coping. 

 

Fountains: 

1. Ensure that the surface where the fountain must be installed, is level and free of debris. 

2. If needed, draw the outline of the fountain on the ground. Then build a box of about a 100mm deep in the outline: 

a) Place the power line pipe and drainage pipe in position. 

b) Cut the steel and tie into the shape (the thickness of steel will depend on the size of the dam) 

c) Pour the floor with a cement mix of 1:3:3 

d) Work off till smooth. Let the floor slope towards the drainage pipe. 

3. Place panels in positions using a mixture of tile cement and plaster key to secure the segments together 

4. Fill any openings with cement mixture and finish off 

5. Build a single layer of bricks on the inside 

6. Plaster and waterproof 

7. Finish off and seal 

8. Place inner fountain. If it has multiple pieces, secure each on top of each other with tile cement.  Remember to use a spirit level to ensure the fountain pieces are level.  Finish off and 

seal 

9. Install pump and connect with pipes. 

 

Balustrade installation: 

1. Balusters are manufactured from at least 25 Mpa reinforced concrete. 

2. Reinforcing extends from the bottom of the baluster by approximately 100mm. 

3. Between 4 and 5 balusters are required per metre, depending on the height and thickness of the baluster and the overall visual symmetry of the result.  In all cases the relevant 

municipal requirements should be consulted with reference to safety. 

4. When a purpose made plinth (bottom coping) is utilised, the position of each balustrade is predetermined by holes cast into the plinth.  Where no plinth is used the positions of the 

baluster holes must be set up and drilled manually. 

5. Balusters are fixed using tile adhesive and river sand in equal parts.  Enough adhesive should be used to fill the fixing hole and cover the area of the base of each baluster.  Place the 

outside balusters first and line them up with a fish line before placing the rest. 

6. Allow to strengthen before installing the top coping. 

7. Fix the coping using the same adhesive as for the balusters.  Apply enough adhesive to cover the tops of all the balusters making contact.  Allow a joint of 5mm to 10mm.  Where 

applicable, set up two corners and then the fishline, working towards one end.  When cutting is needed, use an angle grinder with a diamond blade.   

8. Finish the balusters off and seal with Coprox. (follow instructions on the packet) 

 

Window sill installation: 

1. Ensure opening is clean and free from any loose materials 

2. Make sure that the opening where the window sill must be placed is level 

3. Measure the opening and cut window sill to measurements 

4. Water proof by installing damp course between the layer of bricks and the window sill 

5. Tile cement should be mixed into a thick paste and applied into the opening to affix the window sill to the bricks 

6. Place window sill into position and ensure that it slides in under the window frame. The opening between the window sill and the window frame must be as small as possible. 

7. Joining of two or more pieces of window sill must also be done with either tile cement or epoxy.   

8. Fill any open spaces between the window sill and window frame with tile cement.  

9. Concrete products can get damaged with handling.  After installation you should finish the product off again to get a professional look.  Depending on the result required you can do 

one of the following: 

a) Finish off by applying a product such as Coprox (follow instructions on the packet) OR 

b) Apply a product such as outdoor Polyfilla or Plaster skim to the whole sill, wait for it to dry and then use fine sanding paper to sand it down and make it smooth.  This will hide 

all the ‘flaws’ cracks, chips, joints etc.  Then make a paste from cement powder, plaster key and water to the consistency of  cheese sauce.  Paint/wash the whole product with 

this mixture.  This will give the product a cement look.  Lastly, when dry, give the product a final once over with plaster key to seal it. 


